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TEFAF MUSEUM RESTORATION FUND SUPPORTS THE 
CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF IMPORTANT WORKS 
AT NATIONAL GALLERY, UK AND MUSEUM VOLKENKUNDE, 
THE NETHERLANDS 
 
The Executive Committee of The European Fine Art Foundation (TEFAF) has awarded a total of 

€50,000 from TEFAF’s Museum Restoration Fund to support the distinct and complex restoration 

and conservation projects at the National Gallery, UK, and the Museum Volkenkunde, The 

Netherlands, for the benefit of future generations.  At the National Gallery, the fund will support 

the restoration of the famous work ‘The Equestrian Portrait of Charles I’ by Anthony van Dyck 

(1599 – 1641), a powerful painting of the King, whilst at the Museum Volkenkunde, it supports a 
previously unknown and entirely unique 8-fold screen by Japanese artist Kawahara Keiga (1786 

– c.1860), ‘View of Deshima in Nagasaki Bay’.  

 

Founded in 2012, the TEFAF Museum Restoration Fund supports the restoration and 

conservation of culturally significant works within museums and institutions worldwide. Museums 

and institutions that have attended TEFAF Maastricht are eligible to apply for the grants, which 

are awarded by an independent panel of experts.  Supporting the wider art community is an 

integral part of TEFAF’s DNA and the Fund is one way the Foundation demonstrates its ongoing 
dedication to cultural heritage.  

 

Presentations about each project will be displayed at TEFAF Maastricht, the world’s leading fine 

art and antiques Fair, which takes place from the 16-24 March 2019 at the MECC (Maastricht 

Exhibition and Congress Centre), Maastricht, The Netherlands. 

 

The National Gallery, UK 
 
The National Gallery houses one of the world’s finest collections of paintings, attracting between 

5 and 6 million visitors every year, who are taken on a journey through European art over seven 

centuries, from the 13th century to the early 20th century. ‘The Equestrian Portrait of Charles I’, 

by Anthony van Dyck, which requires a major programme of conservation and restoration, is an 

iconic and much-loved work within the collection. 

 

The work is one of only two equestrian portraits of Charles I that have been firmly attributed to 
Van Dyck (the other, earlier portrait, which is part of the Royal Collection hangs in Windsor 

Castle). Van Dyck was a successful Flemish portraitist, as well as an accomplished draughtsman 

and etcher; he is now particularly remembered for his representations of Charles I and his Court. 
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The artist’s choice of an equestrian portrait demonstrates the King’s horsemanship, often 

associated with virtue and courage, and is also deliberately reminiscent of statues of mounted 

emperors in Ancient Rome, asserting the King’s temporal power. Today, the painting is displayed 

in the Van Dyck room (Room 21) at the National Gallery.  

 

The institution will work with the Getty Foundation’s Conserving Canvas Initiative to enable parts 

of the restoration process as a training opportunity for conservation professionals, in addition to 

hosting a group workshop for 20-30 participants, enabling a wider range of conservators to learn 
about the project.  

 

The restoration of ‘The Equestrian Portrait of Charles I’ will enhance the impact of the painting, 

making it more legible for visitors and add to their aesthetic enjoyment of the work.  

 

Museum Volkenkunde, The Netherlands 
 
The Museum Volkenkunde is one third of the National Museum of World Cultures, alongside the 
Tropenmuseum in Amsterdam, and the Africa Museum in Berg en Dal. Together, the museums 

are custodians of the Dutch National Collection, with over 450,000 objects and 1,000,000 

photographs from around the world. The National Museum of World Cultures recently discovered 

and acquired the unknown and unique screen, ‘View of Deshima in Nagasaki Bay’, by Japanese 

artist Kawahara Keiga.  

 

The screen, which dates from 1836 or shortly after, consists of eight panels. At the time of its 
production, the Dutch were the only Europeans permitted to trade with Japan and only from their 

base on the artificial island of Deshima. The Dutch ship Marij en Hillegonda, which features 

prominently in the painting, sailed to Japan just once. Keiga has the privilege of being able to 

enter Dehima freely, which enabled him to create a visual record of Japanese-Dutch relations.  

 

The work, a key record of Japanese-Dutch relations, cannot, in its current state, be shown to the 

public, nor can it travel. The condition of the screen requires a full restoration and, when the 

conservation process is complete, the screen will function as a gateway object introducing visitors 
to the full breadth of the Japan collections on Museum Volkenkunde, inviting them to gain a 

deeper understanding of life in Japan in the early 19th century and the unique role of the Dutch 

trade during that era.  

 

Rachel Kaminsky, a private art dealer from New York who was formerly head of the Old 

Master paintings department at Christie’s; David Bull, a painting conservator and former 

Chairman of Painting Conservation at the National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.; Dr Kenson 
Kwok, the former and founding director of the Asian Civilisations Museum and the Peranakan 
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Museum in Singapore; and Carol Pottasch, a senior restorer and conservator from the 

Mauritshuis, The Hague, make up the international panel of experts which made the decision 

for the 2019 grant of the Fund. 

 

-Ends- 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

Go to www.tefaf.com/press for press releases and high-resolution images 

 

TEFAF Maastricht 

TEFAF Maastricht, the world’s leading art and antiques Fair, is unequalled in the quality of its 

offering, championing the finest art dealers and experts from around the world. TEFAF is a not-

for-profit foundation acting as an expert guide for both private and institutional collectors in a 

global marketplace, which inspires lovers and buyers of art everywhere. The 32nd edition of 
TEFAF Maastricht will be held in the MECC Maastricht from 16 – 24 March 2019. 

TEFAF. Your Art Community. 

Press Contacts:  

China 
Monique Knapen, monique@chinaconnector.nl, +31 6 192 382 65 

Jessy van de Klundert, jessy@chinaconnector.nl, +31 6 119 187 34 

 

France/Monaco/Switzerland 
Gaëlle de Bernède, gaelledebernede@gmail.com, +33 17 54 34 680 

 

Germany 
Britta Fischer, bfpr@brittafischer-pr.com, +49 61 13 00 877 

 
Italy 
Roberta Barbaro, gestione3@studioesseci.net, +39 04 96 63 499 
 

Latin America 

Graciela Prosperi, graciela@argentinaculturalservices.nl, +31 6 52 60 0055 

 

The Netherlands/Belgium/Luxembourg 
Jan Peter Verhagen jp.verhagen@tefaf.com, +31 6 425 672 25 
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Spain 
Sonsoles Lumbreras, lumbre.comunicacion@gmail.com, +34 6 1710 6776 

 

UK 
Annie McGrath, annie@goldensquared.com, +44 20 7439 2822 

 
USA 
Magda Grigorian, mg@sharpthink.com, +1 212 8290002 

Austin Durling, ad@sharpthink.com, +1 212 8290002 

 
Global 
Diana Cawdell, diana.cawdell@tefaf.com  

Lucy Barry, lucy.barry@tefaf.com   

 

 
TEFAF 

Barbara Strozzilaan 201 

1083 HN Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

+31 411 64 50 90 

 

TEFAF New York  

1 Rockefeller Plaza,  

11th Floor,  

New York, NY 10020, 

USA 

+1 646 202 1390 

 

Please visit www.tefaf.com 
 


